







?Good/Virtue? actions for competitive sports athlete 
??Actions? and ?Choices? that receive praise?
Yo Sato
Abstract: is paper focuses on actions taken by athletes in competitive sports, building on currently 
recognized fundamental issues of the relation between athletes and their background.
e goal is to identify actions, taken by athletes in competitive sports that are praised as ?good/virtue? from 
an ethical perspective.
e methodology draws on Aristotle?s discussion of action ?piρᾶξις? and choice ?piροαίρεσις? based on arete 
?ἀρετή?, looking at the ?states? in which athletes take action.
e procedure was as follows.
1.?e discussion of arete in Aristotle?s ideology was analyzed in order to identify the perspective on ?action? 
and ?choice,? and to discover athletes? actions and choices in common with points of the discussion on arete.
2. ?otential explanations of athletes? ?actions? and ?choices? were examined from the perspective of concrete 
?states? considered as arete of athletes.
3.?Athletes? ?actions? and ?choices? were examined from the perspective of praise, and their actions were 
explained based on athletes? arete.
In conclusion, it was found that ?good? actions were those that correctly put into practice means of achieving 
goals based on states of arete. In addition, when these actions are founded on choices deemed natural, they are 
praised. It was also clear that athlete who has skills to make ?good? performances or plays are not necessarily 
praised for every type of action.
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 1.????How strong is your desire???
 2.?????Are you an aggressive competitor???
 3.????Are you a determined competitor???
 4.? ????Do you accept responsibility for your 
action???
 5.????Do you have feeling of gratitude???
 6.????Do you believe in yourself???
 7.? ???????Do you stay cool under pres-
sure???
 8.? ??????Can you accept strong criticism???
 9.?????Are you receptive to coaching???
10.?????Are you a conscientious athlete???
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